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Diversions

Bronc Olympics

Foreign studies lead
to exciting cities
and adventures.
p.2

Student organizations
join in the fun
at Bronc Olympics
Special Pullout

44th Year, No. 19
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For Your
Information

'

Staff Reporter

Three new masters programs will be
offered in September if they are approved
by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board in April.
The programs, which the UT System
Board of Regents approved last week, include a master of arts in criminal justice;

Trinidad Gonzales
Staff Reporter

Editor's note: This is the second story
ofa three part series on UTP;J. 's self-study.
The Division of Student Affairs has
evolved from being called a "bastard
child" in the 1984 Self Study to being an
integral part of the university.
Student Affairs has grown and improved
its services the last 10 years, Judy Vrnson,
vice president for student affairs, said.
"The department (Division) has grown
in
size, number of staff and the number of
,,_
students served," Vinson said.
....
A visiting team of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools will be on
campus Tuesday through Thursday to
evaluate UTPA and determine whether it
,, should be reaccredited. One of the criteria
for reaccreditation is "student developThe Texas Parks and Wildlife
ment services."
Department announced it will ofSACS sets guidelines that universities
fer a program of 65 trips and 145
have to meet to be able to grant accreddeparture in the out doors earlier
ited degrees.
this week.
One of the reasons for the change of
Joined by private tour guides,
image is a result from recommendations
the program called Texas Passport
made by the 1984 self-study committee
Adventures, will offer trips priced
looking into student development. The
from $84 to $225 per day. The
committee was concerned and made recParks and Wildlife department
ommendations about the amount of stuwill distribute 45,000 copies of a
dent service fees being allocated to athlet28-page catalog listing the trips.
ics .
Student service fees are charged to stu""
dents for each hour they are taking. A fee
· of $118 is the maximum for 12 hours or
more.
President Clinton signed an or"In analyzing the sources of income for
der that would penalize busiathletics,
the committee discovered that the
nesses for hiring illegal immiuniversity has traditionally maintained a
grants earlier this week.
rather circuitous system of accounting
The order prohibits federal conwhich makes it difficult to identify exactly
tracts being given to businesses
the
amount of Student Service Fees that
for one year that hire illegal imsupport
athletics," the 1984 self study
migrants. But the order also prostates.
hibits employers from discrimiAt the time, the committee was confused
nating based on ethnic backabout
how the athletic department received
ground.
its
funds
but suspected it was receiving
This order is part of other efmore than 50 percent of student service
forts to stop illegal immigration,
fees·
and causing shortages for programs
including improving border,enin
student
affairs, Earl Frankenberger,
forcement and providing addichair of 1984 self-study committee that
tional funds for detention and
looked into student development, said.
deportation.
" .. .the Committee finds that increases in
'the budgets for student development and
instructional support services over the la t
five-year period have been significantly
;
Zoran Lilic, president of Serbled Yugoslavia, protested the extradition of two Bosnian Serbs to
the Netherlands for alleged war
With a new $23 million Engineering
crimes earlier this week.
Building
nearing completion, National
Gen. Djordje Djukic and Col.
Engineer~
Week Feb. 18-24 has a special
Aleksa Krsmanovic were flown
meaning
for
faculty members at The
to the Netherlands in an AmeriUniversity- of T~as-Pan American this
can NATO plane.
year.
Lilic said, the extradition will
"The new Engineering Building opens
cause Bosnian Serbs to be susup
fantastic opportunities in engineering
picious of the war crimes tributo
students
from the Rio Grande Valley,"
nal in Hague and NATO troops
said Dr. E~in LeMaster, chair of the
in Bosnia.
engineering department. "We' re excited
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a master of fine arts in art; and a master
of science in computer science.
Rudolph Gomez, vice president of academic affairs, said there was a need for
masters' level programs.
"Each program will provide increased
professional opportunities by offering
graduate degrees, and is also a desirable
development that will provide a greater
range of choices for students in the area,"

Student Affairs shows
improvement in services
over 1984 .Self Study
--------

f~
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New master's programs pass first stage of approval
Kathy Clemente

Today - Data Processing Management Association will sell
brisket burgers at the Business
Building.
Students in Free Enterprise
will hold another congressional
forum at noon in BA 110.
Students can use psychological services being offered by the
Graduate Psychology Training
Clinic this semester. More info
can be ob'tained by calling 38 I 3528.
Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold a Valentine Dinner Social at
7 p.m. for more info call 3830133.
Feb. 20 - American Advertising Federation will meet at noon
in CAS 179. Students of all majors are welcome to attend. For
more info call Terri Coddington
383-3316.
Feb. 21 - Forum on Intemational Relations and Business
Affairs will meet every Wednesday at 4:30 p.m . in BA J J 8.

V

Loss of courts causes
ripples in Health and
Kinesiology dept.
p. 8
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Sports

Gomez said.
Pearl Brazier, chair of the department of
computer science, said that the master in
computer science is an advanced degree
that will provide a higher level of education, and allow people with bachelor's
degree to further their education or change
fields.
"I hope the program will give a foundation and a broad base for life-long learn-

ers and continue their jobs in the area,"
Brazier said. "Also I am ex.cited and hope
it will be successful."
Students will not have to worry about
transfering if the new master's is approved.
"I would be very interested in the
master's program, and it would be a great

See Masters p. 3

Waddlin g Along

-------

A NCAA peer review
team will ha ve an
open forum on the
athletic departmen t
5 p.m. Tuesday at
LA 101.

smaller than those in any other division
of the university," the 1984 self study
states.
One reason given for this situation was
that "increases in the University's outlays
for intercollegiate athletics have inevitably resulted in decreasing the resources
available for other services and programs
funded largely by Student Service Fees."
The 1984 self study also stated that student service fees constituted 74 percent
of the athletic department's revenue.
As a result of a recommendation made
in the 1984 self study, a 50 percent cap
was placed on the amount of student service fees that can be allocated to athletics
each academic year since 1986.
The 1994 self-study committee looking
into student affairs did not ex.am athletics
or how student service fees were utilized
in the athletic program.
"Because the university has expanded,
athletics is no longer part of that (section
of the self study)," Sheila Pozorski, chair
of the 1994 self-study committee that
looked into student development, said.
"Athletics is now separated into a different area of the self-study."
A separate National Collegiate Athletic
Associations self-study is being conducted. A NCAA peer review team will
have an open forum on the athletic department 5 p.m. Tuesday at LA 101..
"We (student services) are doing pretty
well," and most of the students are receiving adequate services, Pozorski said.
Vinson said she is content with the
amount of student service fees going to
athletics.
"Right now I am comfortable with the
arrangement," Vinson said. "We have a
cap on student service fees going to athletics. We always can use money for student services. I am in a funny position
here. I feel athletics is an important part
of the institution."

The Pan American/Liza Longoria

Kevin Wedgeworth of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineering tries to carry a water balloon between his knees
during an event at the Bronc Olympics. ASME placed second In
the Olympics held Friday.

Engineering Building brings special meaning to Engineer's Week
about being able to tell students about
the potential opportunities during
Engineers Week."
Activities at the UTPA campus thi s
year will include a tour, barbecue and
presentations for a group of about 120
college-track high school juniors and
seniors from Alice, Riviera, Premont
and Beeville, Feb. 23, beginning at
11 :30 a.m.
Tours for Valley high school students

will be scheduled soon after the new
building opens.
"We're going to really start opening up
to visitors when we get the new building
and we have more of a presence on
campus to ~how/' LeMaster said.
The university presently offers
bachelor's degrees in electrical, manufacturing and mechanical engineering.
LeMaster said the program's primary
area of recruitment is the Valley.

"Students from this area may have
additional advantages in the job market," he said . "Employers are coming
here looking for bilingual engineers. I
just talked to a headhunter from Nashville, Tenn. He was willing to offer
$50,000 for a graduate with a bachelor's
degree in mechanical engineering who is
bilingual. The national average salary
for that position is $35,000."
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Studies spiced by foreign travels
Holly Meisel
Staff Reporter

Looking to add some spice to a
presumptively flavorless college
experience? The department of
modem languages and literature,
the department of history and
philosophy and the Center for
International Studies offer two
language and culture programs:
"Summer In Mexico" and "Summer In France".
"Summer In Mexico," a fourweek program provided at a
culturally-enriched and activityfilled setting in Puebla, Mexico,
costs $1,770. The cost covers
tuition, hotel, bus transportation
and three meals daily at the hotel.
Additionally, students must pay
for meals on the Mexico City
excursion and while in transit to
Puebla. Participating students will
have an opportunity to study the
Spanish language and learn
intercultural communication.
Excursions to Mexico City,
Teotihuacan and Oaxaca will
allow students to gain more
experience and exposure to
Mexican culture and history.
Deadline for the program, which
will take place from June 2 to July
2, is April 15. Students can earn
Spanish and communication
course credits.
Terry Coddington, senior
communications major, discovered that the journey gave her a
head start on grasping the Spanish
language.
"] came back speaking a lot
more than had before",
Coddington said. I even decided

lpacilltlTIIPaMa'lcll

Getting high naturally, Alonzo Garza scopes out Pa ris
atop the Eiffel T owe r.
to take twn more Spanish classes
Germany and Belgium, Garza
that fall."
feels the adventure was more than
"Summer in France," also a
just a get-a-way vacation.
four-week program, costs $2,395.
"Everybody should go to Paris
The cost covers lodging, air flight at least once in his life," he said.
and other transportation, tuition,
"If students don' t experience this
breakfast, ten meal tickets and two now, they will most likely gradumeal tickets with a host family.
ate, get a job, and be stuck there
The program will provide stuwith no way of getting any free
dents with all levels of French
time. Right now is the time to go,
language courses and an opportu- while you' re still a student."
nity to learn the history and
Between Leonardo's "Mona
culture of the country. The
Lisa" in the Louvre and Rodin's
program will take place from June "Gates of Hell," Garza was able to
l to June 30 in Paris, France. The see many of the works he had only
application deadline is April 1.
been able to read about in books.
Students can earn credits for
"It was awesome," he said.
French and history courses.
"With that type of first-hand
In summer 1995, Alonzo Garza, experience, you can't put a price
senior English major and French
tag on it. You can't say, 'Oh, this
minor, experienced the study
costs this much or that
abroad program in Paris, France.
much,' .. .it's priceless."
"I would strongly recommend it
Students participating in these
for anybody, even if you don't
programs can apply for financial
know the language," he said. "I
aid and scholarships available on
personally learned more French in campus.
one month over there than I did in
For more information, contact
all the classes I took here."
Mrs. Marilu Salazar at 381-3572.
Having spent his weekends
visiting Italy, Switzerland,

Quartet from p. 4 _
Currently, the group juggles
both teaching duties as well as
performing across the country.
Arts education is close the
quartet's heart and the threat of
arts funding is one of their pet
peeves.
"Everybody has a right to
know what art is and for someone to deny them something that
is so important to development as
a person is sad,"Henry said.
Henry said children need more
than just exposure to the three
RRR' s, reading, writing and
arithmetic.
"While these things are very
important, these are all logical
ideas," she said, "you must also
nurture the creative side for
children to really grow."
Despite the threat of cuts, the
group says they are ready to
continue educating people on
their own.

His & Hers Salon

"Perm Zone"
Starting at $20
Free treatment with perm.

w/ UTPA ID $1 off

WOULD YOU LIKE TOBE PAID TO STUDY?
Check out anew course offered by Alpha!

2014 W. Univers ity
Edinburg

Y&S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER

COURSE DESCRIPTION

HOURS

Provide Plasma to earn
extra cash and save lives.

7 daysaweek-Ba.m.-4 p.m.

REQUIREMENTS

l) Need extra money
2) WilHngness to provede a

PREREQUISITE

Age: 18to69
Weight: 110 lbs. min.
Good health
Studentl.D.
No history of Hepatitis

cannot get AIDS from
providing plasma

EXPECTED COURSE RESULTS

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Extra money (up to $100 in 2 wks.)
Good grades & the satisfaction
of knowing that you hove provided
a product that might help
save a life.

Approximately two hours,
twice a week

product that oth81S need
3) Knowledge that you

FIRST DONATION • $20 with student I.D.
Up to $100 in just 2 weeks!

Attention Health Career Students

210 E. Cano • Edinburg, Tx
3 18-1194

Mon-Sat • 9-6
Special on Haircuts

1108 - :AS. Closner
Edinburg * 381 - 8705

380-6588

Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.

No appointment
necessary

Now Featuring

By Appointment only

Littman Lightweight Stethoscope $39.95
Lab Coats Startin g at $25.95

because we know we don't have
to go at it alone," she said.
As for the quartet's future,
Lawrence said they will continue
striving for perfection which she
admits they can never reach.
"The quality of music that we
seek is something that we are
constantly pursuing," she said,
" but in that journey we will find
what we are looking for."

STUDIO STYLES

Open: Tues - Fri
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. byAppt.
Closed Mondays

We honor Visa - Master - Discover
Layaways Welco,ne
Larger S h owroo,n

Student callers
needed for UTPA
Phone-a-th on.

Marisa McLeod said it going
to be a transfer of responsibility.
"We, the lovers of art have to
be ready to take over where the
government is leaving off," she
said.
Lawrence said they have
already spoken to a number of
artists who are as committed to
this as they are.
"That make it less daunting

Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating.
It's like being paid to studyl
ALPHA PLASMA CENTER • 102 s. 16th st. •McAllen• 682-4159

Earn from $4.50 to $6/hr.

Call 381-2500

ARREL OF Fun

DEFEn/lYE DRIYIOG
/CHOOL
HE VALLEY'S FIRST COMEDY
EFENSIVE DRIVING SCHOOL

GOT A /PEEDlnG TICKEn
"LAUGH IT AWAYI"
•PLENTY OF BREAKS • CO N FORTABLE SEATING
•TAUGHT BY COMEDIAN S
-SPANISH CLASSES -'VAILABLE

618-JOKE
618-5653
1-800-511 -JOKE

W/ Clo11e, In
Harlingen &
fficAllen

Opportunities
High School Juniors, Seniors and Graduates who
qualify, may fill V3Gllll positions in the Texas Army
National Guard. Aboot $20,000 in salar)• and education
assistance includes:
• The Montgomery GI Bill
• Paid Job Skill Training
• Hand<;-On Experience
If yoo qualify for the Montgomery GI Bill. you can
earn up to $190 a month for 36 months provided you
are a full-time student. For more information about
the Texas Army National Guard and additiooal benefits. call today!
TEXAS

SFC Juan Longoria
210-318-0253

fr Americans AtTheir Best
Tbt Arnt~ Coatd11aa E q a l ~ ~ f

FRIDAY B 104 NIGHT
B
AVAILABLE AT

MYTH ADVENTU RES

'"'l'"'I

PIVI

ALL DRINKS
ALL HEERS

$1~0'1:

21+ -+ No Cover till 10
18+ -+ $I.CK Cover till 10

3000 N. 10th. St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

687-3104

-

$

:IL ... CCI>.._. DRAFT ALL NIGHT

:DANCE

KI.:at:11a ~

ALTERNATIVE
NIGHT

Best O' MTV's 120 M1n...tes
NIN-Minis try -Mo rris sey

H

_ _

KARAOKE
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professor of art.
and doctoral levels. It will also
Jacqueline Guerra, senior art
give options to students and may
benefi t not having to worry about expand educational opportunities major, says that the art departleaving to another school," James and there will be no need to leave ment was in need of a master's
Mendoza, junior, computer
the area for education. Hopefully program.
"The art department was
science major said.
many students will continue and
always neglected within the
Miguel Nevarez, president of
enter doctoral programs."
university and the new master' s
the un iversity, said that students
The master's of fine arts will
program will give it a boost,"
may expand their educational
be a master's in studio art.
said Guerra. "Also I am very
opportunities with a doctoral
Students in this program will
happy that the master's may be
program.
study ceramics, drawing, paintaccepted. We were in need of a
"These master' s will provide
ing, printmaking and sculpture.
masters program."
"It will give opportunities to
access to graduate programs and
The master' s in criminal
Valley students and hopefully it
hopefully attract candidates,"
justice will provide continuing
will attract students in Mexico,"
Nevarez said. "Also we are
education in that field.
said Nancy Moyer, chair and
concentrating more on graduate

Masters, from p. 1_

·

Eye Exams

30
60

f

Eyeglass exam
Contact lens exam

~

V"
ision Care

(Includes a FREE pair of colored or clear disposable
contact lenses.) Each exam includes diagnosis of cataracts, glaucoma,
eye muscle problems, eye infections and other eye conditions.

THE MIDAS TOUCH

~

"It is critical for the students
who are at a point where they
could not grow and increase their
knowledge in the specific field,"
said Daniel Dearth, chair and
associate professor of Criminal
Justice. "It will provide
oppportunities and able graduate
level students to do research in
the field."
Maria Ramirez, junior, criminal
justice major, expressed her
appreciation for the new master's
program in criminal justice.
"It is about time. Other programs have masters. Hopefully,
the Board will approve the
master's and I will get into the
program after I graduate," said
Ramirez.

24 Karat Gold Plating Specialist.
We power plate right on your car.
Automobile Emblems & Grills.
Firearms Residential Fixtures - etc.
George E. Robinson

533
Haywood
McAllen,
TX 78501

CLASSIFIEDS
Wanted: Pianist or Organist, for Sunday morning worship and Wednesday
p.m. Choir rehearsal. Temporary/permanent position. First Presbyterian
Church, Edinburg. Call church office
383-1175 or Eletha 383-4614.

Travel Abroad and Work. Make up

to$ 25-45/hr. teac hi ngbasic
converstional English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
For information call: (206) 971-3570
International .Students - Visitors. ext. 158632.
DY- I greencard program available. l- National Parks Hiring. Positions are
800-660-7167-(818)772-7168.
now available at National Parks, ForFree Rent! "Spring special". The ests & Wildlife Preserves. Excellent
Palms Apartments. Call for details. benefits+ bonuses! Call: 1-206-971Offer ends soon. 383-0275.
3620 ext. N58632.
CruiseShipsHiring: Traveltheworld Fast Fundraiser. Raise $500 in 5
while earning an excellent income in days. Greeks,groups, clubs, motivated
the Cruise Ship & Land-Tourindustry. individuals. Fast, easy. No financial
Seasonal & full-time employment avail- obligation. (800) 862-1982 Ext. 33.
able. No experience necessary. For
info., call l-206-971-3550ext. C58632 $100,000 First Year commissions pos. sible. We need recruiters trainers and
Tasp/College Mathematics.Private managers. 24 hour recorded mes~ag
tutor. Day 843-9222. Night 787-6037. 1-800-289-5685.
e.
Jesus Tanguma.

klnko•s
the copy center

Fi~ 3. The Geometry of Taste

687• 4065

Student callers

needed for UTPA
Phone-a-thon.
Earn from $4.50 to $6/hr.

Call 381-2500

Reproductive Services
61!1 SESA~IE DIU\'E \\'EST • IIAIU..INGEN

In association with Adoption ..4.fflliates

Proliding choices in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd 'lrimester)
Morning After '&eatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services

Add your choice offresh fix ins to a Subway Footlong
and you've got the equation for a great sandwich. Because
at Subway, we have the angle on taste.

(Fri &Sat)

,SUBWAV1

fDELTACO

For Information Call:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-164-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Lieenud by the Texaa Department of Healtla

Break/ast • Lunch • Dinner
7A.M. -10 PM.
(Sun - Thurs)
7AM. -Midnight

10% Discount
with UTPA I.D.
(Dine in or
Carry-out)

Authentic
EDINBURG

,

Mexican Food

321 W. UNIVERSITY DR.

· ......:Sweetheart of a Deal! ·... ,,•
Up to $250 Off
1st mo. Rent

1 \

19% Doctors IL~o :1Jle'> I 1c

102S.2ndSt. Edinburg

618 N. l 0th McAllen

380-2625

630-4376

383-0521

J:I

~

J:I

J:l ·

RESTAURANT/ ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

OT-PAN-AM GREEK NIGH
EVERY THURSDAY

1-2-3 Bdrms
Starting at $375

I
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\

I
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t
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\
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Walking Distance to UTPA
• Pools & Tennis Courts
• Play area for children
• Public telephone available
• 24 Hour Police Courtesy
Patrol-Maintenance
• On/Site Management
EL BOSQUE APARTMENTS
1609 W. Sehunior • Edinburg

383-8382

99<: 11 O Z. BO1TLED SHINER BOCK~
BUD ICE & WEINHARD BOARS HEAD
99<: HEINEK EN DRAFT ALL NIGHT

,

FREE fill YOU CfiN EfiT BUFFET fiT 8 P.M.
FREE VIDEO GfiME PLAY 8 P.M. TILL 11 P.M.
Last Chance to Sign up for the next
Greek Games scheduled
this Saturday feb. 24
Saturday
Greek Games Night featuring Rock & Dance Music
fly your Greek colors and Come in FREE
No cover with OT-Pan Am & STCC I.D.s
18 yrs & older welcome
94( drink specials &
$1.ZS Michelob Light All Night.

■-
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Members of the South Texas Classic Guitar Society are perform•
ing at 2 p.m. at the Weslaco Public Library. Tickets are $3. For
more information, call Virginia Allain at 968-4533.

Famed quartet offers
excellent erformance

Literary encounter to feature
Chicano, Mexican writers

The Department of Modern
Languages and Literatures will
host the fifth Encuentro de
Literatura Mexican Y Chicana: Y
Festival Del Cine Mexicano from
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in CAS 351.
Professor Ramiro R. Rea, coordinator of the event, said the literary encounter will feature authors from Monterrey, as well as
writers from the university.
"The writers that will be featured are not just from the faculty
but other writers as well," he said.
In addition, the film "Maria
Candelaria" will be presented at
2:30 in the same room.
Rea said these encounters have
been quite successful in the past
and are open to all students and
the general public.

"Any writers, whether they are
students or from the general publie are encouraged to submit their
works to these encounters," he
said.
For more information call Rea at
381-3444.
The schedule for the encounter is:
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Patricia Laurent Kulik - Monterrey,
Nuevo Le6n
Short stories
Eliva G. Ardalani, professor UTPA
Poetry
David Zuniga, registrar - UTPA
Short stories
Nestor Lugones, professor- UTPA
Poetry
Intermission
Dulce Marfa Gonzalez Monterrey, Nuevo Le6n

Poetry
Peter Browne, professor - UTPA
Poetry
Francisco J-Torres,professor UTPA
Short stories
Samuel Arispe, priest - UTPA
Poetry
Moderator, Dr. Sylvia M.
Domfnguez
Break
2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
CAS Room 351
Film
Marfa Candelaria - Starring
Dolores de Rio and Pedro
Arrnedariz
Directed by Emilio (El Indio)
Fernandez
Presented by Rogelio Reyes Monterrey, Nuevo Le6n

Wake up and realize what's here
My job often times is a thankless one. But that is often the nature of journalism. Few letters in
newspapers compliment to their
work. I write this not to whine
about my own profession, but to
take the time to publicly laud a student organization that undoubtedly
encounters some of the same responses, the University Program
Board.
Seldom have I heard students say
thank you to UPB members or
compliment them on their work.
Contrary to the belief of some,
the UPBmembers work hard to

• NC

Lydia Puente

Sounding Off
provide the student body with recreational activities. They schedule
activities despite chool responsibilities or outside jobs. They don't
get paid. They also have to battle
the war of the dollar. Despite the
scant funds allotted to them, UPB
has organized some slick events
and has arranged free concerts by
some of the biggest names in
Tejano music.
UPB gives students the oppor-

tunity to broaden their horizons.
Their work has given me the
chance to hear the Irish folk sounds
of Roger Gillen, the reggae beats
of the Killer Bees and the classical sounds of the Anderson String
Quartet,concerts otherwise un
available to me.
Complain if you will, but at least
go to UPB events before you do.
Better yet, join; then you can have
some real say in what goes into
their programming. Yet without
UPB, this university would be a
very boring place.

Lydia Puente
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Being part of musical group requires much more than talent. In
order to be the best, you must have
determination and courage. You
must be willing to compromise and
be willing to accept change. The
Anderson String Quartet, which
performed here last Saturday, encompasses these qualities and
much more.
In performance, they are what
they appear, four distinct personalities playing beautiful music. Yet
they are at the same time one.
During their seamless performance, they seemed to communicate silent!y to each other.
Diedra Lawrence, who plays the
viola, said interpersonal communication is one of the most important things to the group.
"You have to keep in touch with
each person for it to work," she
said.
Marianne Henry, first violinist
for the group, said being part of the
group has been an humbling experience.
"It can be difficult with four
strong people in the group, I
learned a lot about humility," she
said.
Formed in 1989, the quartet began after Henry and Lawrence met
at the Manhattan School of Music.
Henry said the first years of
school were tough for them, when
they were often living hand to
mouth.

The Pan American/Lydia Puente

The Anderson String Quartet: Marianne Henry, Marisa
McLeod, Michael Cameron, and Diedra Lawrence.

"We were literally playing for
food in the street," she said.
The two then began playing for
Lawrence's mother at chamber
parties.
It was during this time that
Henry voiced the idea of becoming a quartet and Lawrence readily
agreed.
"Diedra, being the organized
person she is, got us into shape,"
Henry said.
The group, which was made up
of all women at the time, then were
given the opportunity to perform
at the Brooklyn Museum.
The group was then put into a
dilemma when their second vio-
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Lunch

Calculus Biology Chemistry Physics Physical Science
College Algebra TASP preparation

Open 7 days 6:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.

383-6501

by your math & science courses ??????????????????

We have the knowledge, experience and willingness to
help you succeed. [fyou are having-difficulty in any of these
courses:

324 E. Cano • Edinburg, Texas (

Breakfast
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• 383-1882 • 383-4133 • Bpr. : 318-6137 • Fax: 318- 1389 •
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11 a.m. - 3p.m.
Prices at $1.99,

DINNER SPECIAL $2.99 & $3.99
5 p.m. to 9p.m.
Fish - - - - - - - - - - - - $3.99
Shrimp - - - - - - - - - - $4.99 '

Parrillada - - - - - - - - - $8.99
Para 2 personas

Orders to go extra .25¢ We cater parties

These specials good all day for university students, staff & faculty only.

Grill &Sports Bar
(Full Service Restaurant)

16 15 WEST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG • 381-0124

GRILL
BURGERS• STEAKS• SEAFOOD•
APPETIZERS• BANDS ON WEEKENDS•
4 TV SCREENS
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•
15POOLTABLES • DARTBOARDS•
1BIG SCREEN & 4 N SCREENS•
SMOKELESS ATMOSPHERE

RA'S Billards is still in the same location. Restaurant
next door. All American Food. Austin sports bar
atmosphere. Ple nty of parking, additional parking
on west side of the building & in the back.
Call in orders welcome 381-0124.
Beginning Monday look for our daily lunch specials.

l -Q 124

ForlnformationCal l J 8
Open 11 a.m. - l0p.m.Sun-Thurs
11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Fri &Sat.

EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS GIVE US A CALL AT

383-3139. WE OFFER REASONABLE RATES THAT ARE
NEGOTIABLE.

DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT'S TOO LATE
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PUBLIC
NOTICE

The Texas Department of Transportation, Pharr District,
announces a call for applications for fiscal year 1997 Section
16 Program funds . The Section 16 Program provides Federal
funds for acquisition of capital equipment by non-profit
organizations to provide public transportation services to
elderly and/or disabled persons. Applications will be accepted beginning February 12, 1996 through March 29,
1996. For more information contact Ms. Irma Flores, Public
Transportation Coordinator.

A viso Publico
El Departamento de Transportes del Estado de Tejas, Distrito
de Pharr, estara aceptando solicitudes para fondos bajo el
programa llamados Secci6n 16, afio fiscal 1997. Este
programa proporci6na fondos federales para la inversion de
capitales a organizaci6nes no lucrativas para proveer
transportaci6n publica ha personas mayores de edad o
minusvalidas.
Las solicitudes seran aceptada empesando el dia 12 de
Febrero 1996 hasta el dia 29 de Marzo 1996. Para mas
informaci6n sobre este programa, favor de Hamar a Irma
Flores, Coordinadora de Transportaci6n Publica, al numero
de telefono (210) 702-6100.

See Quarter page 3

UTPA
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

Repairs• Tune-Ups • Brake Repairs• State Inspection •

Joe's Texico Automotive Service Center 1

linist quit a week before the concert.
"We then had to find a violinist
who could learn our repertoire in
less than a week," she said.
As luck would have it, Marisa
McLeod volunteered for the job.
Soon after, Michael Cameron
came on a_s the cellist and, according to Henry, he "naturally
blended" with the rest of the group.
The group is currently the quartet-in-residence at the City College
in New York City and at California State University in Los Angeles.

FREE patient consultation with physician,
physician assistants and nurses for all currently
enrolled UTPA students.
New FLU VACCINE AVAILABLE NOW
FREE HIV TESTING Monday 9 a.m. to l la.m. and
1 p.m. to 3p.m and Friday 9 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.

•
•

Pharmacy .
Laboratory

•

Immunizations, including Chicken Pox Vaccine
Insurance
Confidential Pregnancy Testing
PAP Smears

•
•

•

•
•
•

Sexually Transmitted Disease Information
Contraceptive Information
Medical Treatment For: colds, flu, sore throats, ear
aches, gynecological problems, urinary tract problems, digestive tract problems, minor injuries

Located in Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 103
For more information call
381-2511
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Disturbing, haunting films highlight this week's picks
Orson Welles once called film a
"ribbon of dreams." We lose ourselves for a moment in time
through cinema, yet sometimes
these dreams are harsh and brutal- not the type of dreams we
hope will dance in our slumbering
heads, but all the same very real
and grim. This week's films fall
into this category, and I urge you
to take a serious look at these two
creations that were brought to life
outside the Hollywood mainstream.

Current: Leaving Las Vegas
1995 United Artists
Directed by Mike Figgis
Written by Mike Figgis &
John O'Brien (Novel)
Starring Nicolas Cage, Eliza,.
beth Shue, Julian Sands
In the adaptation of this novel
we are thrust into the blurred, upside-down world of Ben (Nicolas
Cage), a Hollywood player who
has been drummed out of town in
a glass canoe. Mustering the
strength to stockpile a large stash
of liquor and to bum all his personal belongings in his front yard,
he has freed himself to venture
East. He is heading to Las Vegas
with the mission to drink himself
to death ... which he figures will
take about four weeks - roughly the
length of his liquor supply.
Crawling with great ease and
a steady drink in hand to the grimy
pulse of downtown Las Vegas, he
finds his grip on life fading as he
slowly purges himself of sanity. In
this spiral, he comes upon Sera
(Elizabeth Shue), a victim of low
self-esteem and her chosen occupation. Sera is a call girl, a prosti-

W
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"Currents and Classics''
Mark M. Milam
Staff Columnist

tute under the savage manipulation
of Yuri (Julian Sands), her pimp
and paranoid part-time lover.
This story of desperation
strikes hard because of the sheer
abandonment that Ben has decided
upon. His conviction to arrive at
his original destination keeps him
from realizing that he could also
save Sera. She is only another face
in the acts of tragedy sprinkled into
life. Shue helps define her character in the mind because one sees
the innocence Jost and suffering
felt in a face so fresh with life and
beauty.
Cage has once again created a
remarkable performance. He has
the look and the swagger of Ben,
the lush loser riding out his final
days without a reason or will.
Much of the film's look and feel is
derived from the fact that Leaving
Las Vegas was shot on 16mm - giving the film a gritty, less refined
look. This may be discomforting,
but is the format that independent
film makers prefer. On a Currents
and Classics rating scale of 1 to 10
( 10 being the highest) I give Leaving Las Vegas (1995) a 9.

Classic: The Third Man 1949
British Lion Film CorpJ 20th
Century Fox
Directed by Carol Reed
Written by Graham Greene
Starring Joseph Cotton,
Trevor Howard, Alida Valli,
Orson Welles
Set in post-war, occupied

Vienna, The Third Man is the story
of Holly Martins (Joseph Cotton),
an American novelist, who has
gone to Vienna to meet with his
friend and fellow countryman,
Harry Lime (Orson Welles). Upon
arriving, Martins is stunned to discover that his friend has been killed
in an automobile accident. With
Lime being his only friend and
contact in Vienna, Martins prepares to return home, but is stopped
by the questions surrounding his
friend's mysterious death. Between
the official police report and the
statements of friends and actual
witnesses to the accident lies the
truth to Harry Lime's unfortunate
death and secret life.
Yet, as Martins digs deeper into
the unknown, he fails to realize that
he is just another pawn in a place
that has poisoned its own heart. As
he comes closer to the core of
Harry Lime and the city and people
of post-war Vienna, he becomes
aware that he is in a perilous situation. His life is in danger; so are
the lives of all those who have
helped him ... or have lead him
astray.
The power of this film lies not
only in the superior talent that was
assembled, but in the rich mood
and striking tones of the characters
and Vienna that were captured by
Carol Reed and Cinematograph er
Robert Krasker. Having been shot
on location in Vienna at Reed's
demand, the film's bleak scenery
conveys a stark reality that carries
the audience from ~uspended dis-
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THONDEi{CLOOD DAILY COMBOS!!!
only...

Fresh Sub,CrispyChips &Cold Drink

$3.49

Monday' s Combos only$ 2. 99
6"BBQSandwich $1.99
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Twentieth Century Fox
The title "Broken Arrow" refers
to a phrase the military uses when
describing a lost nuclear weapon.
This term, however, hardly supports the movie which doesn't even
carry a hint of nuclear capability.
The film stars John Travolta and
Christian Slater, two pilots who
become enemies when one worms

UNLIMIT ED
time onlinel
• NO busy signals • Free training • Brownsville access lines
• Electronic mail• Your own World Wide Web home page
• Full, uncensored, uncut Newsfeed • All 28.8K modems
• Call about our specials for students, faculty and staff!
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John Travolta, Christian Slater,
Samantha Mathis

groond
39 Distribute
40 Reactions to
pollen
42 Change
43 Pig sound
44 L.orne of
""Bonanza··
45 Man of the
cloth
49 Kind of coat
50 City in Cuba
51 Tending to
correct
56 Certain poems
57 Journey tor
pleasure
59 Blacll
60 Ship weights
61 Tied
62 KilmJr poem
63 Aware of
64 Rude talk
65 Genders
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9 Unneoessary

383-0083

l 002 West University (Across from UTPA)
Watch for our McAllen Location coming soon!!!

(Tues.-Fri.)

ANSWERS

10 Ky. college
11 Acetic and

'Sulfuric
12 Where actors
perform
13 Golf cups
21 Finish
23 Cincinnati team
25 Entreaties
26 Movie dog
27 Seethe
28 Russ. city
29 Swiss rivec
30 Glossy
32 Salty water
33 Loafing
DOWN
1 Heavenly object 34 Shor1 letter
350811
2 Watchful
36 Withered
attention
3 He had an Irish 38 Disturbs
41 Horse color
Rose
42 Takes into
4 Show pain
custody
5 Placards
44 Chicle product
6 Metric unit
45 Snapshot
7 Automobiles
46 Inert gas
8 Famous bo1<er

his way out, crashes a plane with
twin nuclear warheads, robs the
hazardous weapons, (which now
puts millions of lives at risk) and
tries to blackmail the Pentagon.
Hmmm ... sounds like this 50 million explosion powered action flick
is going to deliver the big kick in
the butt you've been waiting for.
Well, if you think this movie will
be all that and a bag of chips,
you' re in for an enormous let

47 Happening

48 CowbOy"s rope
49 FIOwerless
plants
51 Regrets

52 Venture
53 Wild goat
54 To shelter

55 Minus
58 Eggs

down.
As explosion after explosion becomes all too predictable, one
would wonder why director John
Woo, who is best known for making hair-raising action thrillers in
the foreign division, doesn't quit
his pursuit for popularity in Hollywood. True fans ought to ship
him back to China where his real
film making talents blow-up on
screen. -
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1 Rascal
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10 Wild party
14 Forbidden
15 Story
16 Outside: pref.
17 Opera songs
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31 Rail birds
32 Things or good
fortune
37 Rows of seats
38 Level pieces of
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Episcopal

Followed by Lunch (No Charge)
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Noon

belief to striking reality.
Also, Reed' s careful use of wide
angle distortions and off-angle
compositions captures the
audience's imagination and holds
its eye and pulse in tune with the
rhythm of The Third Man
When this film was released,
it was recognized as a classic. Unfortunately, later generations of
film students and audiences have
often overlooked this great postwar thriller. For Director Carol
Reed, this was his finest accomplishment. In response to the critic ism that his film looked very
'Wellesian" with touches of Orson
Welles ' heavy-handed influence,
Reed was never to make another
picture that captured the dark, barren tone and style of The Third
Man.
Much more could be said about
this classic, but I strongly suggest
that you view the film and draw
your own conclusion. On a Classic and Currents rating scale of l
to 10, I give The Third Man ( 1949)
a 10.

THE Crossword

SPRINGFIELD BUSINESS CEN'TER
(ON 495 BETWEEN SHARY AND
GLASSCOCK)

BOOKSTORE
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OpinitJn
UTPA maid service not currently available
t appears that someone
forgot to tell some of our
fellow students that their
/
.•• parents, guardians or maids
did not follow them to school.
There is no one here to clean up
after you, to make excuses for
your actions or to hold your
hand.
Why do I say this ?
Walking into the men's
restroom last week, I thought I
had just missed the tornado.
There was paper thrown all
over the floor, and a fair
amount of water splashed on
the sink counter. Attending to
the situation was a janitor,
hands protected by rubber
gloves, who spent half his time
cleaning the mess. The rest of
the time he glared at the
oblivious patrons who kept
walking through his trash
piles ... Is this how your bathroom at home looks?
Or take a ride with me in the
elevators located across campus
and notice the graffiti. I seem to

J)cintin(J 7-in(Jt21's
Mark Milam
see it everywhere I roam, in the
stairwells, in the restrooms, it is
even on some classroom walls.
One of the saddest aspects of
this graffiti is that most of it is
misspelled ... At least be correct
when you decide to offend or
disrupt. Take advantage of your
educatior and at least learn how
to spell while you're here.
Have you ever seen the halls
on a Thursday afternoon? No?
Well, it is my experience that
around every Pan American
news rack there becomes a pile
of scattered, crumpled newspapers ... A pile that grows by the
hour, and usually spreads itself
down the halls.
It all starts with one person
throwing his paper after reading
it, then another, and by then
who cares? We all see it, but
still no one-cares? Someone else
will pick it up ... Last Thursday

that was me, and probably
many of the school's janitors.
I am not bother.ed by the fact
that you trash the paper. No, the
students pay for this newspaper
so they can do whatever they
want with it... Take it and read
it, use it to line a cage, shred it
and throw it around your
bathroom. Anything you choose
is fine, as long as it is not under
my feet every week. A stack of
the _Pan American might make a
great doonnat, but let us try it
somewhere else!
Maybe I am misled to point
the finger at everyone on this
issue, but in this case perhaps
peer pressure will work. It
appears that the problem is so
pervasive because of the mass
acceptance of the deeds of these
misguided individuals.
Instead of believing that their
behavior is nonnal, or that it is

Politicians, lies
and index cards
qu~sl uluHln
Dr. George C. Mclemore

Believing that Americans
eventually would have to fight in
the then-raging European war,
President Franklin Roosevelt
sought to give his country
omething to fight "for" and did
so in his January 1941 "Four
Freedoms" State of the Union
Address. Not surprisingly
"Freedom of Expression" led
FDR's quartet of justifications
and continues to be the organizing principle-or at least should
be- by which we democratically select our elected officials.
Although most Americans give
reflexive assent te freedom of
speech, what they do not like, as
revealed in last week's congressional candidate forum is the
difficult, messy., intimidating
atmosphere that often characterizes authentically open and free
political discourse.
Intrinsically, such a forum is
predicated on the opportunity for
substantive clash between
candidates and the testing of
their arguments before a PARTICIPATING audience. These
dynamics cannot exist-indeed
are inherently impossible-with
the audience limited in their
response by writing questions on
anonymous and filtered index
cards! Due to insufficient
opportunity for direct clash, the

,

candidates are constrained from
engaging one another in spirited
rebuttals to each other's positions. Would the political big
leagues allow such limitations?
Certainly not. Try to imagine
the White House Press Corps
submitting in writing to a
presidential functionary their
questions on Bosnia or
Whitewater.- Consider current
Republican candidates in New
Hampshire Primary appearances telling their audiences
they will answer only written
questions previously selected
by campaign aides!
Would not happen.
The very elements of surprise
and contingency provide an
electorate opportunities to
assess the real metal of those
who would have their vote. OF
COURSE a candidate can be
blind-sided by unexpected or
irreverent questions; but isn't it
the precise irreverent question
(and yes, maybe even a personal attack) the necessary
verbal bomb that sometimes
will smoke out a politician's
demonstratable skills as a
leader? Delaware's Senator
Joseph Biden lost, in part, his
bid for the 1988 Democratic
Party's nomination because of
weak (and later proven) inaccurate answers to unexpected
questions. We all remember
Gary Hart's ultimate self-

See Poly, p. 7
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Growing pains

acceptable, create action that
shows otherwise. Usually the
best way to start is with yourself,
and do not worry about everyone
else... That is my job, along with
picking up errant Pan Americans, and spilt soda cans.
•• e have a sign
hanging in the
newsroom that
eads: "Clean Up
After Yourself, Your
Mother Does Not Work Here!"
I am seriously considering
making copies for every bulletin
board and restroom on campus,
just a reminder for those people
who sometimes forget that this is
a university and not a day care
center for overgrown children.
In the end, these actions and
individuals serve only as distractions to the reason and purpose
for your being here... Is thar
really what you want from your
university experience?

The university is suffering growing pains.
With the increasing demand for new buildings
and more parking, the university is straining the
seams of its boundaries.
This is what happened with the demolition of
the tennis courts and the need for a new science
building.
Now we hear that the intramural field will be
taken for more construction. Sure, this new
construction hurts; but hopefully the administration is seriously looking into buying more
land on which to expand.
Perhaps they need to look to other universities and the way they handle their spacial
prqblems. Or perhaps they need to get on
the ball and buy land quickly before the
land to the north of Parking Lot C gets
sold out from under their noses.
Hopefully they are working on doing
just that, because to take away and not
give back tends to tum people against
those doing the taking.
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PSA answers Dr.
Freeman
The Political Science Association
(PSA) is a student organization. On
February 6th PSA sponsored a
congressional forum for all seven
candidates. Introductions had just
been made and normal rules announced when a member of the
audience, Dr. Samuel Freeman
interrupted the moderator. Dr.
Freeman intenupted to protest to
PSA's requirement that questions be
submitted in writing before being
asked. The moderator began to reply
to Dr. Freeman's objection with "this
is for the student," but before the
moderator could finish his answer,
Dr. Freeman interrupted him a
second time. Dr. Freeman concluded
from "this is for the students" that he,
and anyone who was not a student,
was not welcome at the forum. He
railed in protest about the way the
forum was to be conducted. At no
time did any member of the Political
Science Association imply or
explicitly tell Dr. Freeman or anyone
else that he or they were not welcome. Out of a dozen or so professors who attended the forum, Dr.
Freeman was the only one to walk

Letters to the Editor
out in protest. Dr. Freeman proceeded to write his "angry" letter to
the editor of The University of Texas
Pan-American newspaper in an
attempt to publicly discredit and
embarrass the Political Science
Association, the Political Science
Department faculty and staff, and his
students.
In his letter to the editor, Dr.
Freeman accused the PSA of
censoring questions in order to favor
a candidate, being undemocratic, and
suppressing free speech and open
dialogue. PSA is a non-partisan
student organization. PSA did not
censor Dr. Freeman or anyone else.
A written question format was
chosen to accommodate the large
number of candidates attending the
forum and short amount of time (I
hour). PSA felt that the forum would
run smoother if each candidate
answered the same question. PSA
was well within the accepted rules
and guidelines for conducting a
forum. On Monday January 22, PSA
leaders attended a forum at the
League of Woman Voters, a venerable voters' rights organization,
where the sponsors asked members
of the audience to write down their
questions. PSA's practices are not
unusual; they are means of efficiently
conducting a forum.

We would understand ifhe would
choose to unleash his anger at his
peers in, say, the Faculty Senate, or,
with us, privately, but the outburst at
students, followed by his diatribe in
the paper, went over the edge of
propriety. It is with a great deal of
reluctance that we must write this
response, for many of us must take
Dr. Freeman's courses in the future.
PSA is happy with the forum's
outcome. We received an overwhelming vote of confidence form
the candidates and those who stayed
for the presentations. PSA would
like to thank all the people who
supported the forum with their
opinions,suggestions, and attendance. Ultimately,what matters is
that, as students, we acted with
sincere intentions and in an honorable way to bring this important
event to our university. As always,
we welcome any to our club and to
our meetings.

PSA Officers
Alfredo Marroquin
Eduardo Pastor
Patricia Gutierrez
Linda Y. Cortez
Allison Bond

l
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Media services
director responds
toSGA

I felt the need to correct some
misinformation in George A.
Guajardo's letter to the editor in the
Feb. 8 issue of The Pan American
("Student senator takes offense to
Snow's letter").
He proclaimed my response to
Trinidad Gonzales's dated article was
similar to "a two-dollar politician." I
wish Mr. Guajardo had read my letter
instead of taking bits and pieces out.
My response to the Jan. 25 article
about the 1993 volleyball investigation was that the information was
dated (much of it had been published
in The Monitor of McAllen as part of
an overview article of the investigations, printed at the time of the
investigations - was The Pan
American not aware of this?), so it
was not like no one knew about the
goings-on at the time they were
going on and had to wait two years
for it to come to the surface. It had
surfaced two years ago.
Since the story had been made
public when it happened two years
ago, [ saw little reason to publish it,

See Letters, p. 7
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destruction by his politically imprudent response to press conference
questions about his private life. Ted
Kennedy's muddled, incoherent
answer to Roger Mudd's disarming
question "Why, sir, do you want to be
president?" in 1980 sent that democratic candidate back to the Senatepermanently. The LAST thing we
want to do is protect a candidate from
being surprised!
As a former debate coach and longtime student of public argument, I
know that inadequately structured
public events can become unruly and
raucous. But truly free democratic
discourse by nature can be loud and
messy. Questioners are not always
articulate or concise and often
disposed instead to giving contentious
speeches themselves ! But I for one
would like the chance to observe the
would-be office holder confro nt that
difficult citizen in the audience. Some
candidates can even win voters'
confidence by their adroit responses
to crude, badly expressed questions.
Even so, the public heckler enjoys a

rhetoric; indeed our First Amendment
protects that exact behavior, however
unsavory or unattractive to some it
may appear. Additionally, because a
questioner should not anempt or be
fo rced to elude public responsibility
for his questions, his credibility
therefore req uires a public face. This
very clash and confrontation- unneat and unseemly as it might
appear-provides the larger audience
a more accurate, tangible sense of the
candidates' strengths.
I am reminded here of the famous
Norman Rockwell Saturday Evening
Post cover painted expressly to
illustrate FDR's "First Freedom." We
see a tall, rough-hewn New England
farmer standing among his fellow
citizens in a town meeting posing a
question to his community leaders.
His work-hardened hand gripping
the chair suggest a tension inherent in
public speech. His lined, weatherbeatened face, his stained, wrinkled
Sear's Special clothes combine to
reveal the resolutc--one could say,
defiant--demeanor of a man activating his right to seek justification for
his leaders' actions. Try to imagine

months away from being hired as the
editor of a two-county newspaper in
Tennessee, where I was before I was hired
here.
About my "generous benefits," that
shows how much Mr. Guajardo does his
research. I'll spare the humble dig at my
assumed vacations to Bermuda, stretch
limos and three secretaries and cut to the
chase: Mr. Guajardo's letter smells of
what we don't need: inflammatory,
except for the fact that The Pan American ignorant, unresearched rhetoric instead of
organized reason.
was two years behind on its coverage in
Not to say the students shouldn't have a
this area, and I thought that since it was
in the maners of the athletic departsay
the
inform
to
printed
dated, even if it were
ment, but I am saying they should be
students who were not infonned by The
Pan American when the event happened, infonned before jumping on any
it belonged on the sports page, Page Two bandwagons.
For example, Mr. Guajardo complains
or maybe the bottom of Page One. As
the funding going to the athletic
about
dated news, I did not think it belonged
but would rather see the
department,
editor's
former
one
just
atop Page One.
students give out money to provide for
opinion.
scholarships, equipment and travel for 80
Mr. Guajardo asks where I was when
to 90 players rather than for 15 players.
the investigations were going on. Ifhe
stick with the comptroller's math,
I'll
had done his homework (or any homethan Mr. Guajardo's, thank you.
rather
that
know
would
he
matter),
that
work, for
Still, if students really want football,
the position of director of media services
did not exist in December l 993, and if he then there is nothing wrong with that As
university students, however, any decision
had asked me personally, I would have
this magnitude (and it would have a
of
told him that I was a reporter for a
effect on the alreadyaffected
tremendous
newspaper in rural ~entucky, still four
budget) should be taken with thoughtful

this icon of American freedom of
public expression and personal
responsibility FOR that view of
having his thoughts reduced to an
index card and voiced by a village
elder!

Letters, from p. 6 -

GRAND

consideration and planning, not yelling,
grandstanding and one-upmanship as
shown in Mr. Guajardo's letter. As I said
before, know your subject before you start
talking about it
My complaint (Letters to the Editor,
Feb. I) was not that the students were
informed about the 1993 investigation, but
that (I) they were infonned so late after
the fact had been published two years ago,
and (2) that such a late story would be
published atq, Page One. Since the story
had already been published, one has to
asswne that it was meant solely as an
unnecessary dig at the athletic department
without any thought to the people
involved.
Instead of taking torches to the athletic
department like the villagers in the old
Frankenstein movies, students need to
look at the situation, research what other
similar universities have or do, and bring
their ideas and questions to their student
senator or faculty member. By all means,
students, be involved in your university,
but be mature in the way that you present
your ideas. It is not a waste of time to
suggest something or present your one
idea. Y01 ~ one idea may be the one to
make a great difference.
Just wxlerstand that your idea would
get less attention when it is wrapped in the
theatrics and lack of understanding and
knowledge that Mr. Guajardo's letter
showed. H he had really wanted to know

why the office of"rnedia services" didn't
provide any "media services" (a valid
question), all he had to do was ask instead
of go off on a soap-box tirade. Talk about
your two-dollar politicians!
Everyone knows that the UfPA
athletic department is undergoing
extensive and embaml.5Sing investigations
by the NCM that are being felt by the
student-athletes, student body, faculty and
alumni ofUfPA. The solution is not to
pour more gasoline on the fire to see how
much of the university we can take with it,
but to think - 1HINK- of a way to put the
fire out and prevent others from arising.
It is never the volwne of one's voice
that finds the answers, but the volwne of
his mind. I encourage everyone concerned with LITPA athletics to use his
mind in search of an answer, and before
you make accusations, make sure they are
true before you make them
David B. Snow
Director of Media Services

Editor's note: According to
The Monitor 's UTPA beat
reporter David Hinojosa, The
Monitor has never run a story
concerning Sergovia's questionable meal receipts.
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Sonia's eauty
Student Cut $5 • Regular Cut $7
Open Monday - Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

Perms $25.00 on hair no longer than
shoulder length. Cut & Perm only.

I

VALLEY-WIDE

INSTI TUTE

380-2239

Specializing in handmade tortillas
Mrs. G's homemade recipes
All food made fresh daily on premises

nTEROUI

PATOS

Bill Snyder, M.D.

TRY 'EM,
YOU'LL LOVE 'EM

Orthopaedic Surgeon

Specializing In arthroscopic reconstruction
of fhe shoulder and knee.

Thursdays only
lfJll"=-IICIDll•

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

CALL AHEAD
FOR FASTER SERVICE!

,.
W'

OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. SUNDAY 8 A.M.

Outpatient Surgery for Adults and Children
Athletic Injury Fracture Care
Joint Replacements On-The-Job Injuries
2nd Opinion Consultations X Roy

ACROSS FROM UTPA
EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725

Check Local Listings!

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen
Tel. 210. 686. 2669
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING. DAY AND EVENING HOURS.

MECOMJ
'

'STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
WELCOMES

Juanita Garcia, M.S.N., R.N.C.
Shelley Bryant, M.S.N., R.N.C.

• Diagnosis of Women's
Health Problems
• Family Planning
• Pre-Menstrual
Syndrome (PMS)
• Development of
aTreatment Plan
with Clients
• Provide Counseling
and Teaching
• Physical Examinations

MONDAY, FEB. 19
VOLLEYBALL IN 111£
QUAD
10:00 a.m . • 1:00 p.m .

Appointments available
beginning Feb. 19 at Student
Health SeNices each
Monday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday 1 p.m . to 7 p.m .

For information call SHS,
381 -251 1 or come by ESRH.

The Services of Women :S- Health Care
Nurse Practitioners, Janie Garcia,
MSN, RNC and Shelley Gryant, MSN,
RNC create a collaborative effort with
Student Health Services to provide
health care in a personalized, caring,
one-to-one manner.

Confident, understanding,

AT THI SCIENCE QUAD

lntramura11Recse1110nal Sports
will provide volleybaa
equipment. Frisbee and
llotSeshoes for students
•n,oyment

VOTE
For Your
UTPA '96
Homecoming King &.
Queen

at the
CAS/Univenity Center

9:00 a.m. • 2:00 p.m.
and

relating to your special needs...

Leam ing ~source Center
12:00 noon • 2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m . • 7:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, FEB. 20
ORGANIZATION
DAY
11:00 a.m. • 1:00 p.m.
AT THE SCIENCE QUAD

The organizallons WIii prowl•

infonnation for an interested
students: in addrt1011. r1C1eat,on
will be avaiabie

VOTE
for Your

UTPA '96
Homecoming King &.
queen

at the
CAS/Univtrslty Ctntc r
9:00 a.m. • 2:00 p.m.
and
Leaming Resource Center
12:00 noon • 2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. • 7:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 21
CARAVAN OF LIGHTS,
BURNING OF THE UTTERS,
&.
A ROCK CONCERT
7:00 p.m. • 11:30 p.m.

THUR.SDAY, FEB. 22
HOMECOMING GAME
AND
PRESENTATION OF
HOMECOMING COURT

At 8·30 pm. an car entries participa~ng
In th• Caravan of lights will par11 thoir
cars at the PE. Parking l ot Can
should be deeo<ated with lights. school
colors or both to be eligible to win ellhor
$1 50 (1st Place), $100(2nd Place). or
$75 (3rd Place) Apphcabons for the
Caravan of Lights may be picked up at
tho Unrversrty Center 305. Deadine for
enlnesis Monday, f t b. 19, 1996 at
S:00 p.m. The bum,ng of Ille len• rs
win take place ,mmediat•ly fott0W1ng tho
caravan Music will be provided by lhe
Prime Time Players from 8 00 p m. •
11 30 p m on tho Nonh side of th•

Homeeoming game against Mansas
State starts at 7.30 p m. at the UTPA
Foeld House Tho '96 Homecoming
Court will be presented at halftime

ALL UTPA STUDENTS WlTH A

men's dorms In case of rain. the

concert will be mov•d to the Commuter
Connectoon ,n the University Cent•r first
floor.
Come Celebrate Homecoming
'96

BECAUSE YOU DESERVE IT!

Vakdated Student ID ,s
needed to vote for
Homecommg Court

Validated Student ID IS
needed to vote for
Homecom•ng Court

SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD

•:- •:·.·· ·. -·-:

YOUR STUDENT SERVICE FEES AT WORK!!
Office of Student Development, Division of Student Affairs.
If sp«ial accommodations aro necessary, please cail the Student Activities Office at 381-3676

Your Student Service Fees at Work.

at le11t 3 days prior to the eYOnt so that appropriate arr,ngements can be made.

VALIDATED STUDENT
IDENTIFICATION CARD ARE
ALLOWED TO ENTER ALL
HOME GAMES FOR FR.EE.
COME AND SUPPORT OUR
BRONC BASKETBALL TEAM

JJY111ll,l&an
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[.,f~&"IHiHLI Saturday, Feb. 17 •• UTPA Ricky Lozano Meet on campus track; time TBA

., Women's Basketball vs. New Orleans, 5p.m. at Field House
r_
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Loss of tennis courts causes problems for HPE department
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

Demolition of eight tennis courts for the new Science Building,
which has impacted athletics and health and kinesiology, has caused a
major traffic jam at the Orville Cox tennis courts, and the effect is
rippling through other programs as well. ·
With 16 Bronc tennis players returning this season, the tennis team
has found itself in the predicament of having only six courts, which
also must be shared with the PE classes.
Students in general who enjoy playing tennis in their spare time are
in the same predicament.
What was once solved by sending the overflow of people to the
physical education courts is no longer possibl_, because the courts are
being tom down for the new $26 million science complex.
The health and kinesiology department is having problems because
of the lack of space to teach their courses.
"If we had an overflow, we would just send them up to the P.E.
courts," Greg Hilley, head tennis coach said. "We have students that
come out during our practice that want to hit because they are used to
hitting up there and now they have no place to hit."
The Orville Cox courts are not Division I facilities because they
need to be resurfaced and need good lighting, Hilley said.
"These courts are like a zoo because they need to be resurfaced, but
I don't know if I should have them resurfaced because we don't know
if this could be designated as the new outdoor theater or something
else," Hilley said. "In a few years, this could be something else; so I
don't know if I should try to get them resurfaced or if I should just
hold off."
The health and kinesiology department was notified of the impending demolition of the courts in October 1995, according to Layne
Jorgensen, chair of health and kinesiology. He said the department
was caught off guard by the announcement.
"They knew about this Science Building a long time ago and, with
that in mind, they could have had a plan for a new tennis facility,"
Jorgensen said.
With t~e destruction of the facility, the department had to cut back
on the number of tennis classes from eight last semester to five in the
spring.
Also, the number of students allowed in the classes has been cut

' 'Sometimes the progress of a school comes
from the sacrifices of something and, in this
case, it happens to be the tennis courts, but
in time we will have a tennis center for the
campus."
James R. Langabeer
Vice President of Business Affairs
from 32 to 24, and no tennis classes are being offered at night this
year.
Students are not the only group affected by this move.
Community groups also use the facility. Edinburg Independent School
District, holds its high school tennis tournaments here, and the United
States Tennis Association uses them for sanctioned tourneys.
James Langabeer, vice president for business affairs, said the department was given options of using courts at North Junior High in
Edinburg and or negotiating a contract with the Racquet Club and Fitness Center on 10th street.
The junior high courts are located four blocks east of HPE I and the
Racquet Club is 3.4 miles west of the HPE I on North 10th Street in
McAllen.
"Hopefully not too far into the distant future we will be able to get
back the land to rebuild the facility," he said.
Jorgensen, however, does not feel having the tennis classes off campus is a good idea. He said that if the classes were held at the junior
high courts, students would have to cross a busy street. They would
also have to cross railroad tracks.
In addition, the junior high' s four courts are not enough for a class of
24, Jorgensen said. Also " those courts are not as equally as good" as
those being demolished, he said.
Problems that may arise from contracting with the Racquet Club are
similar except with that arrangement students would not be taught by
faculty, but instead by the staff of the club, Jorgensen said.
Langabeer said that eventually the campus will get its own tennis
arena, but for now the health and kinesiology department will have to
go on with what they have.

"Sometimes the progress of a school comes from the sacrifices ?f
something and, in this case, it happens to be the tennis courts, ~ut m
time we will have a tennis center for the campus," Langabeer said.
In addition to the tennis courts being used for the ~uilding of a new
facility so will the area located east of the track which includes the
softbaJI field and intramural field .
Those fields will be used to house the $3 million, 24,000 square
foot International Trade and Technology Building.
Not only is the HPE being hurt by the decrease in recreational space,
but so is the Intramural and recreational sports department, which holds
tennis and badminton events on the courts and the flag football and
softball tournaments on the softball field according to Santiago
Villanueva, the director of student services.
He said with the loss of the courts, the tennis events were worked
around the athletics schedule. However, when it comes time to lose
the softball field that is a whole other story, he said. The loss of the
softball field will have major effect on the department because the
biggest sport events- flag football and softball- may decrease in

a

participation.
Currently Villanueva and his staff are thinking of new locations to
hold their events. They are looking into setting up a deal with the City
of Edinburg to use their parks and recreation facilities. He believes
that the loss of the field will take away from the college experience of
their events.
"If we go off-campus, it does not have the flavor of being in college,
but we are looking and we haven't lost faith yet," Villanueva said.
Piece by piece the health and kinesiology department is running out
of room to hold classes and sports events. Jorgensen said he strongly
believes the administration should look elsewhere for land to build
their buildings because physical education classes are as much academic as those of the sciences.
He said the administration should look into placing the technology
building between the education and business administration buildings
because it is more convenient there and there is sufficient room.
"Why this particular land ?" Jorgensen asked. "Why can't they place
that building between the Business Administration Building and the
College of Education complex because there is a large area there,"
Jorgensen said. " I am hoping to avert losing the multi-purpose playing field in the spring of 1997 and I hope, in time, they find a different
location."

Third JUCO All-American signs with team
Sports Information
~hristine Phillips, a 5-10 outside hitter from Long
Beach City College in California and a 1995 Junior
College First Team AllAmerican has signed a
National Letter-of-Intent to play volleyba!T
with the Lady Bronc
volleyball team. She is
the third JUCO AllAmerican to be signed
by Head Volleyball
Coach Oscar Segovia
since he began coaching
Christine Phillips
here.
"She's fi°red up to come play at Texas-Pan American," Segovia said. "She's going to make a major
contribution offensively to our program."
Phillips was named Most Valuable Player of the
South Coast Conference and was a member of the
SCC champion squad. She was also named to the
All-State Team. Last season she averaged 4.3 kills,

Bronc Not

Broncs on the
road to Kentucky
Tonight the Bronc basketball
team will play the Western Kentucky Hilltoppers at 7 :30 p.m. in
Bowling Green.
UTPA is 6-15 overall and 4-9
in the Sun Belt Conference. Last
weekend the Broncs were defeated by Arkansas-Little Rock,
76-72. That loss marked the second timit in two, weeks that the
Broncs lost by four points on the
league leaders home court.
Western Kentucky stands at
I 0-11 overall and 7-6 in the
SBC. The Hilltoppers are led by
Chris Robinson, who averages
6.6 rebounds per game and 17.4
points per game. Also top starters for the team are Michael
Fraliex, who averages 13 points
a game and another player is
"Pop" Thornton , who averages
12.7 points a game.
UTPA i 0-12 away from
Edinburg and 0- 17 on the road.

4.4 digs per game and smacked a .363 hitting per.
centage.
µi~ 1-fl)erj:
She w~ 11amed to bqn) tpe 1sics
can Volleyball Coaches Association First Team AllAmerican squads.
At Long Beach Poly High School she was named
to the 1994 All-Southern California Regional Team,
the First Team All-City and First-Team All-League.
Phillips graduated from Long Beach City College
with a 2.9 GPA average and a 3.1 GPA in her major
courses for kinesiology and bilingual education.
"This is a great step for our program," Segovia
said. "We want to take a giant step in recruiting, and
that's how we feel right now. Hopefully, we'll continue to grow this spring and summer and get stronger physically. It relieves a great deal of pressure
knowing she is coming to help."
Phillips joins junior middle blocker Julie Williams
as the First-Team All-American tandem to play for
UTPA.
Last season the Lady Broncs set the school record
for single-season wins as they went 18-14, rebounding from a 6-22 mark in 1994.

Probable starters for the Broncs
will be forward Kelon Haynie,
who averages 8.1 rebounds a
game and l 1 points. Another
player is forward Terrence
Fitzpatrick. He tallies at least 15
points per outing. Guard Raheem
Muhammad is another member of
the squad who totals five points
per game and three rebounds.
This Saturday the men will entertain the No. l team in the conference Arkansas-Little Rock at
7:30 p.m. in the Field House.

Lady Broncs host
UNO this weekend
On Saturday the Lady Broncs
host the University of New Orleans at 5 p.m. in the Field House.
The women currently hold an
overall record of 8-12 and an SBC
record of 1-7.
UNO comes to Edinburg sporting an overall record of 6-14 and
a conference record of 3-5.
Leading the Lady Broncs in
points is Julie Shakin with 9.7
points, followed by Jodie Porter
with 7.5, Susan Young with 6.9
points and Bobbie Cole totaling
5.9 per game.

and

The next game for the women
will be against Southwest Louisiana at 5p.m in the Field House.

Ortega receives
Sun Belt honor
Lady Bronc track and field
runner Elizabeth Ortega was
named Sun Belt Conference
Performer of the Week for Indoor track on Tuesday as she
broke the 3,000 meter run
record at the Houston Invitational on Saturday.
Her winning time was
9:57.094, which broke the
school record by nearly 23 seconds that was previously held
by Lady Bronc Nancy Mireles.
She also broke the SBC record
this season by 18 seconds.
She ran the fastest time in the
3,000 meters and she was selected by the SBC Conference
staff in New Orleans.
Ortega had won this honor
twice before, in cross country
last semester and in the 800
meters outdoors when she was
a sophomore in 1993.
This weekend the track and
field teams will host the Rick
Lozano meet.

lite Pan Amtrlcan.llJ2a Longoria

Bronc baseball player Matt Slakowsk,I bata duilnv their home opener-Inst Incarnate Word College on Tuesday, Feb. 8. UTPA shut out the San Antonio tNIII In a
three game series. The next home pme fo't Ille team Is agalnat TCU on Feb. 23.

loss
first
Broncs suffer
Texas A&M Aggies
Baseball team visits the

Sergio J. Sanchez
Staff reporter

The Bronc basebaJI team suffered their first
defeat of the season Saturday to the Sam Houston State Bearkats. The Broncs now stand at 51 in the season.
Their comeback bid was not enough in the sec•
ond game of the double-header and they lost the
contest 2-1. A double play followed by a sliding
catch by the Bearkats' left fielder in the bottom
or the seventh inning ended the game.
The Broncs managed to take the first game of
Saturday's double bill. Pitcher Jody Moo.re
started on the mound and picked up the win.
Relief pitcher Marco Marquez came on in the
top of the sixth and closed out the game.
Clutch hitting from the Broncs was the key to
the victory. In the bottom of the seventh, with
two outs, Dean Davidson added three insurance
runs by ripping a double to right center field
increasing their lead to 10-4.
The final score was 10-6. UTPA won the tie
breaker the followingdaj, 6-2. Mike Karow, Kiki

....

this weekend

Tftvlno and Richard Crenshaw all pitched during the game.
First bueman Matt Siskowski came op big
at the plate for the Broncs in the three game
series. In nine plate appearances he smacked
five base hits, including two triples.
Head B~ball Coach Al Ogletree knows that
his team cannot concentrate on their successful start ror too long.
Tomorrow the Broncs start a three game se•
ries with the South West Coorerence power•
house Texas A&M Aggies in College Station.
The announced.. ~tarting pitchers for the A&M
games :will be Jody Moore, Karow and Trel'ino.
"We have to focus on our upcoming road
trip," Ogletree said. "The Aggies are always
strong an4 play~g them at home makes them
even stronger."
The B~oo~ will close out their road trip on
Sunday 10 H~tsville by playing Sam Houston
State again.
Their next home ganie is a double header
against Texas chrtstian University on Febru.•
ary 23.

